We investigate the electronic structure of (Sr1−xLax)2RhO4using a combination of the density functional and dynamical mean-field theories. Unlike the earlier local density approximation plus Hubbard U (LDA+U) studies, we find no sizable enhancement of the spin-orbit splitting due to electronic correlations and show that such an enhancement is a spurious effect of the static mean-field approximation of the LDA+U method. The electron doping suppresses the importance of electronic correlations, which is reflected in quasi-particle bandwidth increasing with x. (Sr1−xLax)2RhO4can be classified as weakly correlated metal, which becomes an itinerant in-plane ferromagnet (but possibly A-type antiferromagnet) due to Stoner instability around x = 0.2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metal-insulator transitions and the physics of strong electronic correlation in general have traditionally been studied in oxides of 3d elements and related compounds. The recent discoveries of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) assisted Mott state in Ba 2 NaOsO 6 [1, 2] and Sr 2 IrO 4 [3] , their potential similarity to cuprates, as well as the possibility of exotic phases in iridates with honeycomb lattice [4] , have attracted considerable attention to physics of oxides of transition metals with strong spinorbit coupling.
A decade ago, Perry et al. [5] synthesized Sr 2 RhO 4 , which is isostructural to the unconventional superconductor Sr 2 RuO 4 . Although there is only one more 4d electron in Sr 2 RhO 4 , the measured electronic structures are significantly different from those of Sr 2 RuO 4 . [5] [6] [7] In Sr 2 RuO 4 , a good agreement is found between the firstprinciples calculations of the local density approximation (LDA) and the experimental observations [8] . In contrast, Sr 2 RhO 4 was pointed out [7] as a curious example of a material with relatively weak Coulomb interaction, where LDA fails to reproduce the experimental observations of the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect [6] and angle resolved photoemission (ARPES). [7] Moreover, it was shown [9, 10] that SOC affects the shape of the Fermi surface substantially. Using the LDA+U calculations, Liu et al. [9] argued that on-site Coulomb interaction U effectively enhances the strength of SOC. Later LDA plus the dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) calculations by Martins et al. [11] did not find such an enhancement, but they did not analyze this aspect of their results.
Furthermore, it has been debated whether a replace-ment of some of Sr by La ions, i.e., electron doping to the 4d Rh bands, leads to a long-range magnetic order in this system. [12] Recently, Kim et al. synthesized single crystalline (Sr 1−x La x ) 2 RhO 4 samples up to x = 0.25. [13, 14] Above x = 0.2, the susceptibility shows a kink at T N = 20 K, implying a magnetic ordering. However, neither detailed experimental nor theoretical investigation has yet been performed. Here, we report the results of combined LDA and DMFT calculations, including SOC, and investigate the effect of electronic correlations in stoichiometric and electron doped Sr 2 RhO 4 The computations follow the approach used in Ref. [15] , to study an isoelectronic compound Sr 2 IrO 4 .
II. NUMERICAL METHOD
The LDA+DMFT calculations proceed in two steps. [16, 17] First, we carried out density functional calculations in LDA, including SOC, using the wien2k package. [18, 19] We used the experimental crystal structure of the K 2 NiF 4 type (space group: I4 1 /acd, No. 142) with the lattice constants a = 5.43562Å and c = 25.77490Å. [20] The La doping was treated in a virtual crystal approximation. In the doped cases, the internal parameters of Sr and O ions were optimized, while the lattice constants were kept fixed to their stoichiometric values. This is justified by no significant change of the lattice constants being observed in experiment. [13] The basis size was determined by R mt K max = 7 with atomic radii in bohr: Sr (2.31), Rh (1.97), and O (1.70).
Next, Wannier functions spanning the t 2g manifold and the corresponding hopping amplitudes were obtained using the wannier90 [21] and wien2wannier [22] programs. The choice of the t 2g manifold as the oneparticle basis of our model is justified a posteriori by an observation of minor spectral-weight transfer to Hub- bard bands and the fact that the t 2g quasi-particle band is well separated from the O-p band. The p-t 2g mixing in the correlated model is therefore similar to that of LDA, implicitly fixed by the Wannier construction. Construction of the effective Hubbard Hamiltonian was concluded by adding the intra-atomic repulsion H int , parametrized by F 0 = 1.6 eV and J = 0.3 eV taken from Ref. [11] . Only the density-density terms in the |j, j z basis, H int = i,α,β U ij n α i n β i , were kept in the actual calculations (for the numerical values of U ij see Appendix). We have employed the segment implementation of the hybridisation-expansion continuous-time quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) algorithm [23] to solve the auxiliary Anderson impurity problem. To obtain the oneparticle spectra the self-energies were measured using the equation of motion technique [24] combined with the improved estimators [25] and analytically continued with the maximum-entropy method [26] .
The LDA+U calculations, [27, 28] performed for purpose of comparison, employed the standard wien2k implemention with the fully-localized-limit double-counting correction. [29] In these calculations the same interaction parameters, U = 2.5 eV and J = 0.9 eV, as in Ref. [9] , were used. We point out that different interaction parameters used in LDA+U and LDA+DMFT calculations are not necessarily inconsistent. Smaller interaction strength in DMFT reflects the use of a smaller, t 2g -only, effective Hamiltonian, for which the interaction is screened more strongly than for Hamiltonians including all Rh 4d bands and O 2p states. [30] III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electron-doping dependent magnetic instability
Before addressing the effect of dynamical correlation, we briefly investigate the possibility of magnetic ordering for La doping, i.e., electron doping, using LDA and fixed spin moment calculations (FSM). [31] We start the presentation of our results with a plain density functional electronic structure. Figure 1 shows the LDA spectral densities obtained for La doping of x =0-0.3. The Fermi level E F lies inside the Rh t 2g manifold, which is separated by a crystal-field gap from the Rh e g states above. The electron doping causes essentially a rigid band shift, which moves the peak arising from the van Hove singularity at the X point towards the Fermi level. The spectra obtained with LDA+U and LDA+DMFT, which we discuss later, exhibit similar behavior. At x ≈ 0.2 the Fermi energy coincides with the maximum of the spectral density giving possibly rise to a Stoner instability.
To explore this possibility, we have performed FSM calculations in the range of x =0-0.3. The resulting energy vs magnetization curves E(M ) are shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . At x =0.2 a shallow energy minimum (∼ 1.2 meV/f.u. below the nonmagnetic state) occurs for ordered moment of M ≈0.35 µ B /f.u., while nonmagnetic ground states are found for the other doping. The LDA therefore predicts magnetic instability when the van Hove singularity is very close to E F . The Stoner effective exchange parameter I can be obtained from the curvature of E(M ) at small M regime using the relations
, with N (E F ) being the density of states per spin channel at E F . The obtained Stoner interaction is I=0.45 eV for x=0.2, and IN (E F ) ≈ 1.27, above the Stoner criterion. This indicates that the system is weakly magnetically unstable in a narrow regime around x = 0.2, in a good agreement with the recent experimental observation. [13, 14] A consistent picture is provided by LDA+U calculations for x = 0.2, where we obtained stable ferromagnetic (FM) and A-type antiferromagnetic (AFM) solutions with M ≈ 0.35µ B /Rh differing by less than 0.1 meV, but no stable solution with in-plane AFM order.
B. Effects of dynamical correlation: LDA+DMFT approach
The main effect of the local Coulomb interaction at low carrier density (≤ 1 in the present case) consists in reduction of the charge fluctuations. This, in general, leads to a transfer of spectral weight to incoherent features on the energy scale set by U and renormalization of the quasi-particle (QP) bands. Figure 2 shows the orbital, A(ω), and k-resolved, A k (ω), spectral densities for La doping levels between x =0-0.3. The undoped data essentially reproduce the results of Martins et al. [11] . Narrowing of the QP bands to their LDA counterparts is apparent. One can also distinguish the overall band narrowing from even larger effective mass enhancement in the narrow Fermi liquid regime around E F . While the kinks in the QP dispersion [32] marking the Fermi liquid regime can hardly be resolved in the A k (ω), they are clearly visible in the self-energies Σ(ω) shown in Fig. 3 . The theoretical interest in Sr 2 RhO 4 was initiated by the unusually large discrepancy between the experimental Fermi surface measured by ARPES [5] and the results of LDA calculations, as mentioned in the Introduction. Liu et al. [9] showed that by including the local interaction on the Hartree-Fock level (LDA+U) an almost perfect match was obtained. They argued that the improved description of the Fermi surface is to be attributed to the Coulomb enhancement of SOC. This enhancement is manifested as increased spin-orbit splitting, e.g., at theΓ orM points of the Brillouin zone. Here we show that this enhancement of the spin-orbit splitting is a spurious effect of the static mean-field approximation of LDA+U. The DMFT Fermi surfaces for various doping levels are displayed in Fig. 4 . Like LDA+U, [9] the DMFT QP bands reproduce the experimental Fermi surface very well, but do not exhibit any sizable enhancement of the spin-orbit splitting. Moreover, the DMFT bands capture not only the Fermi surface correctly, but also the bands dispersion shown in Fig. 5 . This is obviously not the case of LDA+U bands which exhibit 2-3 times larger Fermi velocities (see Fig. 6 ). These results are easy to understand. In a full many-body treatment, the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction does not enhance spin-orbit splitting, but effectively (on a low-energy scale) suppresses its competitors. The (on-site) SOC approximately commutes with the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction and thus the spin-orbit splitting is not affected by the intraatomic Coulomb interaction. However, the Coulomb interaction renormalizes the QP mass, which leads to reduced bandwidths. The effect of SOC, which depends on the relative size of spin-orbit splitting and the bandwidths, is therefore enhanced. This is the same mechanism as enhancement of orbital polarization (effect of a crystal field) due to the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction [33] . The mean-field approximation of LDA+U, on the other hand, does not affect the bandwidth, but enhances the spin-orbit splitting. It is clear from the band geometry in Sr 2 RhO 4 , given in Fig. 6 , that the size of the Fermi surface pockets depends on the ratio of the spinorbit splitting to the bandwidth. Since the LDA+U gets this ratio correctly, albeit for a wrong reason, it yields the correct Fermi surface. The deficiency of the LDA+U description becomes apparent when not only Fermi surface, but the full band dispersion is considered. With electron doping the charge carriers (holes) be- come rather dilute making the correlation effects progressively weaker. The mass enhancement diminishes and the QP bands approach their uncorrelated (LDA) widths. This effect is quantified in Table I , which shows the mass enhancement
) | ω=0 for each orbital as a function of doping. Most pronounced variation is found for the | 1 2 , 1 2 orbitals which have the largest contribution to QP bands at E F . Another important quantity connected to the correlation strength is the spin-spin correlation function, which can be used to detect fluctuating local moments. Figure 7 shows the imaginary-time local moment correlation functions J z (τ )J z (0) for various doping levels. The rapid decay with τ shows that there are no long lived local moments and that the magnetic ordering at x = 0.2 arises as a weak-coupling Fermi surface instability. This is consistent with the behavior of magnetically ordered solutions in LDA and LDA+U. In particular, the fact that a stable FM solution exists, but in-plane AFM solution can not be stabilized.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Using the LDA+DMFT approach we have studied the effects of SOC and electronic correlations in stoichiometric and electron doped (Sr 1−x La x ) 2 RhO 4 . As observed previously, it is important to include both SOC and the on-site Coulomb interaction in order to reproduce the experimental Fermi surface of Sr 2 RhO 4 . However, in contrast to the claims of correlation enhanced spin-orbit splitting throughout LDA+U approach [9] , our results do not show such enhancement. Instead we find that spinorbit splitting is not affected by electronic correlations. It is its ratio to the bandwidth that increases due to bandwidth renormalization, a behavior analogous to that of crystal-field splitting observed in d 1 perovskites [33] . Our results suggest diminishing of electronic correlations with electron doping, leading to a sizable increase of the Fermi velocity that should be observable in ARPES experiments. Around the La doping of 0.2 the material becomes an itinerant in-plane ferromagnet with weak inter-plane coupling. There is no evidence of fluctuating local moments in the paramagnetic state above the transition temperature. Table II shows the interaction parameters (densitydensity) between the Rh t 2g orbitals in the basis |j, m j . In Fig. 8 , the LDA bands are compared to the bands arising from Wannier functions spanning the t 2g manifold. The high symmetry points used for the band structure plots are shown in Fig. 9 . 
